Acura 2006

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Auto Boutique is proud to offer excellent, pre-owned vehicles. With our no haggle
pricing policy you can be sure you're getting the best deal possible on every car as they already
discounted and thousands below market value. Buying a car from us is easy. You can purchase
the vehicle by paying cash or let our experienced business managers get you the best rate
through our lending partners. Give us a call to confirm if we are partnered with your lender. Visit
our web site to fill out an application for a quick and easy approval. Thank you for considering
Auto Boutique for your next vehicle purchase. This Acura TL in Silver features: 3. Odometer is
miles below market average! JN Chevrolet is pleased to offer this exceptional Acura TL for
purchase, Billet Silver exterior paint and Quartz interior well equipped with many features
including. Recent Arrival! New Price! Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No
haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to
certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Carfax is clean one
Owner vehicle, Priced for quick sell. FWD 5-Speed Automatic 3. This vehicle will not make it to
the weekend!! Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these
products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Come test drive
this Acura TL! It just arrived on our lot this past week! This 4 door, 5 passenger sedan still has
less than 80, miles! Acura infused the interior with top shelf amenities, such as: a power seat,
heated door mirrors, and cruise control. It features an automatic transmission, front-wheel
drive, and a 3. We pride ourselves in consistently exceeding our customer's expectations. Stop
by our dealership or give us a call for more information. Regardless of the weather conditions,
you and the vehicles stay clean, warm and dry. The Service Department has all new up to date
equipment for all makes and models. We can handle anything from routine maintenance to PA
state inspections and most repairs. You can email us And As Always Promised Looking for a
clean, well-cared for Acura TL? This is it. Just what you've been looking for. With quality in
mind, this vehicle is the perfect addition to take home. The quintessential Acura -- This Acura
TL Navigation System speaks volumes about its owner, about uncompromising individuality, a
passion for driving and standards far above the ordinary. You've found the one you've been
looking for. Your dream car. One Low Price, Plain and Simple!!! We are a 'Best Price Store' and
our consultants are not paid commission. We want you enjoy our no haggle, no hassle and no
pressure buying experience. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search.
Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home
delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Trim 3.
Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic Manual 5. Engine Type Gas Cylinders 6
cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently
added listings. Are You Getting a Good Deal? No accidents. Know The Deal. Price Drop. New
Listing. Title issue. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I wanted something
low maintenace and affordable. I didn't have to deal with option packages, everything I wanted
was included standard for one low-price and it was under a brand that was known for reliability.
It's both sporty enough where you can go cruising on a weekend yet, practical enough where
you can run your daily errands, albeit in a bit more style. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.
Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability
score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Acura TL owners. The owner comments
describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Bluetooth , voice control
commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Sometimes looks like an
old 50s TV with multi-color static as it tries to 'settle'. Deal says need to replace. Very
expensive! After pressing the button, the display goes blank intermittently. When I tap, it comes
back". When I could see the maps, the directions were no longer a voice but static; exactly like
th". Should have been recalled. Hit a bump, it goes on or off. In the 9 years I have owned the car
I have twice replaced the starter, I have replaced the bluetooth unit and the navigation unit was
replaced - this affected the stereo and clock because it is all integrated. I fear more gremlins
down the road". Each year, more functionality is lost". Indicates disc read error. Car is too old to
spend money to fix the problem. System sometimes would not load usually when the engine
was cold, or if the car was stopped for a short time and restarted. I would not have replaced it,
except that caused the screen to control the radio in operable, and the clocks could not be set
because the same system controls the screen required to make those settings. Sent the unit to
a 3rd party repair service and they fixed it. Dealer sent sent DVD unit back several times, but it

didn't help. Finally, quit. I tapped screen, which seems to reactivate, but it's not a permanent fix.
Have to do so periodically". Mechanical failure in DVD drive. Very expensive to replace". I now
have a car with plenty of life left in it but with a navigation system no longer of any use. But it
gets". They took the unit out and sent it to Ca. That has been over seven ago. Calls to customer
service were useless". It was removed and sent out for repair. Has not returned yet". Computer
in house reads the DVD, so it must be the dvd player that went bad. Decided several hundred
dollars not worth fixing, so bought Garmin to replace it. The DVD drive stopped working.
Replacement is too costly. I use my phone for navigation instead". To prevent this, it must be
disconnected from the electrical system This is a common problem for this series of Acura TL.
A great car otherwise". I had the car towed to the local dealer and after inspection he told me it
was the bluetooth component that was draining the battery! I did a quick search online and
found many reports of the same problem. I was furious. Especially seeing as I could go to Best
Buy and purchase a Bluetooth adapter for a fraction o". Another issue with this car is the motor
mounts fail and the starter failed. It wouldn't be an issue but my spouse drives this car and she
babies it". Determined that it must be replaced after much troubleshooting. Dealer replacement
cost too high compared to usefulness of feature for us". This seems to be a common
occurrence with the Acura TL". The battery had to be replaced. The module is no longer
available for replacement. Apparently this is a known problem. About a year after purchase it
drained the battery. I had the module unplugged rather than replacing it. The car would
continuously try to pair with a phone yet never could "find" my iPhone; however the car would
continuously seek a Bluetooth device even when the engine was off. If the car was parked for
four or more days, the battery was drained; subsequently the car did not start. The first time this
happened, the car was under warranty and the entire system was replaced by the dealership.
Too expensive to replace so I had it disconnected". As I looked more into it, this is apparently a
known common problem. Spoke with Acura, and they would not help with the cost". Very
expensive to repair so am driving without Bluetooth connection". The issue was found after
repeated early car batter replacements due to parasitic draw on the malfunctioning bluetooth
unit that pulled milliamps while off. I had to disconnect the overheating unit". Had to have the
Module replaced, which was also drawing down the battery". It was replaced". If the car sat for
more than 24 hours it wouldn't start. Disconnected bluetooth module and the problem went
away. It was too expensive to repair". Had dealer disconnect Bluetooth". No handsfree phone is
a safety issue". Replacement component too costly". Dealer disconnected blue tooth and
problem has not reoccurred". However, within the last two months, the pairingn stopped
working and cannot be paired with any phone. I tried three different phones". Very expensive to
fix". If the car is not restarted within a couple of days, the battery cannot be started and you
need to be towed. Only replacing the expensive Bluetooth system repairs this". Have not
attempted to repair". Once I disconnected it, the battery problems vanished". Resulting in not
having a hands free system anymore. The same thing happened to the MDX a few years earlier,
according to the dealership, it's a known problem for this model year. Dealership explained this
is a known issue. Thankfully I was able to get it repaired under warranty. However, last year I
started to experience battery problems similar to what happened in Finally decided to have the
dealership bluetooth disconnect the bluetooth and I've not had any problems since. I know it's
not the phone because it pairs in my other vehicles". It had to be disconnected or replaced.
Replacing it was too expensive. Dealer was not able to locate this problem and had to replace
battery multiple times. After searching the internet, I was able to diagnose and disconnect to
stop the battery drain. A OEM replacement was very costly so we had an aftermarket radio
installed. When car has sat in the sunshine, cruise control will not engage". No option except
dealer replacement. Cost high". Occaisionally, they will come back for a short time and go dead
again". After many dead batteries and trip to the Acura dealer, I finally diagnosed myself from a
google search. I received no compensation from Acura even though this". I come to find out
that this was a common problem with this model. Old service manager gave me a new battery,
but oroblem persisted. I noted a class action suit for that module was being prepared. New
service manager denied it was defective. He said a,ternated that I had used the car so many
years, and then thT I had not been using the car enough. Anyway their regional manager ho he
would not let me speak to, said he would supply a new module as good faithcharging only for
the installation bucks. I then found Audi service bulletin, speciffying a re place as the original
module voltage limits were not sufficient. Since I knew at this point, i knew the cost of the new
module serial , I knew I couldn't trust the dealor or their Honda network. I installed it myself in
five minutes. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage
includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or
torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. I purchased Lifetime Alignment with
Firestone. But if you come to often they complain. If your over the 6 mark you lose out. I have

purchased lifetime struts and have learned". Have not experienced the problem". Car unstable
on braking. Repaired in shop". After market replacement axles are reasonably priced, but have
horrible reputation. My private mechanic recommended Acura parts even though they cost
three to four times as much. He was too busy to do the repair himself, so his r". Fixed by local
shop". I skipped and had them add fluid and I think something else that was not a huge hit to
the pocketbook. It's now been 5 months since repair and so far so good". Problem occurred
when the engine was cold. Had to be replaced.. Pump was replaced". Tried replacing o-ring but
problem persisted. Small amounts of leakage as well". Then, the pump failed. Otherwise, the car
has been extremely satisfactory". I had the pump replaced and it was fine. They were no longer
damping the suspension and the car was starting to wallow and bob over dips and bumps.
Replacement fixed the problem". I had to go to the Acura dealer to fix due to bad struts from
Midas". A disturbing wobble occurred accelerating until it was repaired". After having the
problem examined by a dealer, the rack and pinion was diagnosed as the problem and replaced.
They suggested replacing rack and pinion because it was leaking. They replaced with
remanufactured part. Second rack works and is safe but steering qualities are not nearly as
good and it sometimes makes noise. Should have kept the original! Perhaps some reason is the
construction on the freeways and infastructure. Uneven tire wear not long after alignments.
Severe scalloping where parts of tread show fabric and other areas have plenty of tread left.
Even highest quality tires rarely last more than 20, miles". Noise from cupping". Antilock
system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking,
brake failure or wear. Had to replace pads and 2 calipers at about , miles". The right rear caliper
was most recently replaced last month and this was the 2nd time for that one". Had to be
replaced". Had to replace both rear calipers and rotors". I have owned other vehicles that had
greater mileage that never had to have a caliper replaced. Finally it was diagnosed by Honda
dealer and repaired". The could repair vibration but not the squeeking". Need to repace every
20, miles". Replaced both". It's tough to motivate to take it my my mechanic as there are very
few places where they could reproduce the problem. We use the TL on drives from San Jose to
LA and there are several steep, high-speed descents when this problem presents. I am
suspecting warped rotors but normal in-town or normal freeway driving does not present the
problem. Usually goes away in a few miles". Repair shop unable to eliminate squeeking".
Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Not unreasonable".
There was noticeable slipping, so I had the clutch replaced, and that took care of the problem".
But after a few months the clutch problems reappeared and it was clear the whole clutch
needed to be replaced. Mechanics said there was no hydraulic fluid left. They recommended a
full clutch assembly replacement, including master and slave cylinders, flywheel, etc. It's very
unusual for this to happen at around miles. Lack of fluid circulation caused excessive clutch
disc wear. Rebuild required". Had to have it replaced". This weakness was corrected the next
year". Installed a rebuilt transmission at ". Took to transmission specialist, found that shaft
wore through the casing. Had to total the car". Since the engine had to be replaced at miles, I
conclude based on this car alone that Acura reliability is low". All in Mexico". Worked well, then
problem resurfaced. Mechanic replaced relay. Mechanic determined that the compressor that
was replaced a few months earlier was defective and installed another new compressor. No
charge for the second compressor installation. Mechanic replaced compressor and
recommended we replace radiator at same time, so we did". Has been worked on 3 times and
supposedly fixed over the last 2 years. It works sometimes, particularly when it is very warm
outside. Otherwise at now 14 yrs car is low mileage and awesome. Sometimes works for a short
time then stops again. Will be too expensive to repair or replace at this age of the car. Repaired
by dealer". Freon low, with hoses, seals, evaporator all leaking". Brought to repair shop and
they diagnosed it as a slow leak in the air conditioner. I had the system recharged late Summer
and again late Spring Car is cooling fine now. Will likely just re-charge coolant once per year
from now on. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery
cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure,
spark plugs and wires failure. It never goes off if I push the button on the remote to unlock the
door". Cruise control quit working about two years ago. Radio occasionally locks up and only
returns to normal after restarting car". The unit had already been replaced under warranty so
evidently this is a highly unreliable part". Suppose to last 10 years. Owner's manual advised
that headlamp was a high voltage type. Mechanic had to remove front bumper to access the
headlamp". Needed a controller. Had to have the ECU reprogrammed". Paint fading, chalking,
cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. I have not repaired it as
the repair requires the door interior to be disassembled at great cost. So I have metal showing
on the door handle where the trim should be. It's esthetically annoying. The car is in excellent
shape. Has spent most of it's life in a garage. Has had all recommended service. Only has 85,

miles on it and is detailed twice a year. There is no excuse for this. I am concerned that besides
being a horrible cosmetic defect that it actually creates a safety issue for the proper deployment
of the the passenger-side airbag. A simpl". Padding in center console worn down and no longer
resilient". This car started life in Hawaii where clearcoat failure is common. The car was in
Hawaii for about It is rusting and must be repainted". The paint was fading and the clear coat
was peeling off. This car has been in a garage for most of its life. Cruise control, clock, warning
lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor,
interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security
system. Called AAA Had to have car towed to Acura dealer and have helicoil repair.
Recommended spark plug replacement is at k miles per Acura". This hard starts happened over
the course of several months before it failed completely in early Worked well until date it would
not even click to turn over engine". One day it would not start and had to be towed. Power or
manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors,
seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Started in the last year. Don't plan to fix
since car is too old to spend money on repairs. We did replace it". Trunk closes on my head if
the wind blows. Has fallen and hit all of us on the head more than once. Now prop with a piece
of wood. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger,
timing chain or timing belt. Needed to replace pistons and rings. Took engine out completely,
new timing chain and other parts. They noted the head gasket was slightly leaking, but
recommended it could wait for a few more years. Nothing major at this point". I love it, I simply
have had to get maintenance over the past 12 months such as: timing belt change, power
steering fluid and water pump change. One thing I'd like to complain about is the dashed crack
and I have ceramic tint with an often used windshield blind! Still, I enjoy the car. The AC is
going out, I believe it's lack of coolant and not compressor since the air blows hard but not
cool". And water pump". To change the belt it was advise able to change the water pump as it
would be fully available. Began several years ago". Back panel seat clips popping out on their
own, cup holder cover rattling, front passenger door storage area is rattling and the rear view
mirror is rattling". Dash is split". When one is located and corrected, another soon develops in a
different location. Acura claimed to provide better sound insulation than its Honda sibling. If
true, the additional sound insulation did little good considering that most of the noise comes
from inside the vehicle. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission
sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. It was soon
apparent that shifting this vehicle into third gear from second that the transmission
occasionally doesn't engaged into third gear. Started out in 2nd gear but now same in 3rd gear.
Fluid appears burnt after a few thoUSnd miles. Problem may have started when Jiffy Lube used
wrong fluid". I had them inspect it and drive it at my last service which was recently, and they
couldn't find anything". Had it checked at a Honda Dealer and had to replace an oxygen
sensor". Ran a code check and it was determined that 2 of the four sensors were bad. Replaced
both sensors, cleared the codes and have had no problems since. The repair was relatively
easy. Dealer says it is fine". Was told by dealer that moisture from AC lines somehow leaked
onto the unit causing it to short out and kill module. Very pricey repair for what it appeared to
be a design flaw that allowed moisture to rea". Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer,
engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Local dealership did a full check and found
engine mounts needed replacement". Dealer eventually repaired". Not the fault of the car".
Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Replaced as part
of regular timing belt and water pump maintenance replacement. Muffler, pipes, catalytic
converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. It now no longer works and drains the battery. So we just
disconnected it. It would short and drain the battery". Reactivate now to get the information you
were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer
care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me.
Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. Used
Acura TL Change Vehicle. The Acura TL provides an excellent blend of comfort, convenience,
and sportiness. With taut and and agile handling, it is also among the quickest and most
fuel-efficient offerings in its class. We also liked the impressive interior, comfortable ride and
quiet cabin. There are 6 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common
Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse
Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission
Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body
Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots.
Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey for
about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to

power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough
sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not
manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. When I tap, it comes back" David B. I fear
more gremlins down the road" Rick O. Each year, more functionality is lost" Blane S. Have to do
so periodically" David B. Very expensive to replace" Scott K. Calls to customer service were
useless" George G. Has not returned yet" Stephen W. I use my phone for navigation instead"
Andrew C. A great car otherwise" Daniel B. Too expensive to replace so I had it disconnected"
M C. Spoke with Acura, and they would not help with the cost" Richard D. I had to disconnect
the overheating unit" Troy L. Had to have the Module replaced, which was also drawing down
the battery" Ronald P. Replacement component too costly" Christopher C. I tried three different
phones" Kurt W. When car has sat in the sunshine, cruise control will not engage" Douglas W.
Cost high" Christopher C. Fixed by local shop" Jeffrey T. It's now been 5 months since repair
and so far so good" Stephanie H. Small amounts of leakage as well" David E. A disturbing
wobble occurred accelerating until it was repaired" Cedrice P. Even highest quality tires rarely
last more than 20, miles" Carl L. Calipers "Normal wear and tear. The right rear caliper was most
recently replaced last month and this was the 2nd time for that one" Thomas R. Had to be
replaced" Erik K. Had to replace both rear calipers and rotors" Bennett W. Finally it was
diagnosed by Honda dealer and repaired" Tom O. The could repair vibration but not the
squeeking" J T. Need to repace every 20, miles" Steven B. Replaced both" Bennett W. Usually
goes away in a few miles" Ken W. Repair shop unable to eliminate squeeking" J T. Clutch
replacement "At about the expected lifetime k km. Rebuild required" Michael G. Had to have it
replaced" Wende K. This weakness was corrected the next year" Gary S. Installed a rebuilt
transmission at " Martin S. Had to total the car" Gregory G. All in Mexico" Renard S. Mechanic
replaced compressor and recommended we replace radiator at same time, so we did" Daryl L.
Alarm or security system excluding aftermarket systems "The panic alarm would go off
occasionally and would not turn off" Charles R. It never goes off if I push the button on the
remote to unlock the door" Harris F. Radio occasionally locks up and only returns to normal
after restarting car" Philip H. The unit had already been replaced under warranty so evidently
this is a highly unreliable part" C W. Mechanic had to remove front bumper to access the
headlamp" April S. A simpl" Shawn S. Alternator "Alternator quit at 14 years old. Recommended
spark plug replacement is at k miles per Acura" David E. We did replace it" Bruce W. The AC is
going out, I believe it's lack of coolant and not compressor since the air blows hard but not
cool" Cathy H. Began several years ago" Jim S. Back panel seat clips popping out on their own,
cup holder cover rattling, front passenger door storage area is rattling and the rear view mirror
is rattling" Anonymous, CA Acura TL Base 3. Coolers and lines "Transmission cooling system
poorly designed causing overheating of the transmission, which is why it had to be replaced"
Gary S. Problem may have started when Jiffy Lube used wrong fluid" Carl L. I had them inspect
it and drive it at my last service which was recently, and they couldn't find anything" Richard D.
Had it checked at a Honda Dealer and had to replace an oxygen sensor" Renard S. Driveline
vibration "Much more vibration in 4th and 5th than in prior years. Engine mounts "Took the car
in for extended warranty service prior to 8 years of ownership to have some minor things
checked. Not the fault of the car" Jeffrey T. Radiator "Radiator leaking; need to replace. See All
Trouble Spots. Compare Models. Similar Cars. Acura TL. Infiniti M. Lexus ES. Mercedes-Benz
E-Class. This score shows whether the model had more or fewer problems overall than the
average model of that year, calculated from the total number of problems reported by
subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. If the accelerator pedal binds, the engine may not quickly
return to idle after the pedal is no longer pressed, increasing the risk of a crash. Read Recall
Details. Dorman Products, Inc. The rotating portion of the accelerator pedal assembly may bind.
What should you do:. Dorman will notify owners, and qualified service facilities will replace the
affected accelerator pedal assemblies, free of charge. The recall began December 9, Owners
may contact Dorman customer service at , using option 5. Potential Number of Units Affected:
Hide Recall Details. An explosion of an inflator within the driver frontal air bag module may
result in sharp metal fragments striking the driver, front seat passenger or other occupants
resulting in serious injury or death. Honda American Honda Motor Co. The affected vehicles
received a replacement driver air bag inflator as part of a previous Takata inflator recall remedy
or a replacement driver air bag module containing the same inflator type as a service part. Due
to a manufacturing error, in the event of a crash necessitating deployment of the driver frontal
air bag, these inflators may explode. Honda will notify owners, and dealers will replace the
driver's air bag inflator with an alternate inflator, free of charge. The recall began April 10,
Honda owners may contact customer service at Honda's number for this recall is O Acura
owners may contact customer service at Acura's number for this recall is U Show More. Check
Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local

Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters
Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. Each ranking was based
on 9 categories. Here is the summary of top rankings. Great car it just never dies , but must be
maintained. Workhorse But Not Inexpensive â€” A real value and well appointed for its day,
which sadly has passed. More current version of MDX has much more features. The good
performance and acceleration of the vehicle only possible as designed with the high
compression engine requiring premium gas. Still see many of these on the road, a testament to
their longevity and durability. Cons: Performance comes for the price of premium unleaded gas.
It handles great, has a very smooth drive and is quiet but powerful. Before purchasing my MDX,
I test drove numerous suvs but none compared to the acura. Minimal blind spots. Beautiful
interior with heated seats. The navigation system has become my best friend! I am meticulous
about the maintenance and in return my car still feels brand new. I've been in many other luxury
vehicles but I always gravitate to acura. Definitely a good purchase! Pros: Very comfortable,
great sound system, handles like a sports car. Cons: You have to use premium gas for this
particular year. I've had Cherokee jeeps in the past and this is a work of difference. I love the
heated seats for winter and sunroof for summer. The removable cargo liner is easy to clean and
great for travel. The hitch is nice to have whether you use it or not, it's a nice feature. Pros:
great handling, turns tight corners, heated seats, sunroof. Cons: hard to think of any, I just want
a small sports car. Great Car â€” Loved it all except gas mileage. Handling was fast and
responsive. Great up steep mountains. Good sound system, easy navigation, only year it
offered on-star. Very comfortable to drive, it has great storage capacity with roof racks that fit
my Thule rack. The ride and comfort, plus cabin noise are all very good and fair. I enjoy the long
trips I took in this car. Front seat passengers have excellent road visibility. Parallel parking this
vehicle is quite easy for a large sized vehicle. I enjoyed the flexibility of the folding rear seats
and the available 3rd row seats, when needs. The back trunk also works great for small to
medium sized dogs, just like a subaru outback. I would encourage buyers to consider a MDX for
the acceleration power and the sturdy, comfortable ride compared to the Toyota Highlander with
rides like a Camry. Overall, we have loved this car for the last 7 years. Cons: New tires are
expensive, city driving mpg about 15 mpg, transmission needs replacing at , Very comfortable
and quiet ride. Well worth the I would highly recommend this model to anyone in the market for
an SUV. The GPS display in the vehicle is sub standard when compared with my hand held
Garmin but it works fairly well to take you from point to point. Great Car â€” Wow so far so good
no problems. However it is on the sluggish side but still is enough pump to get you to your
destination early. Not the best looking of cars but the new one is flawless. It is a honda pilot
under all the body and has a great record on repairs none so if ur going for this get it!! Other
than that, it's a good all around vehicle. Acura have raised the bar on mid size SUV! MDX is
what were trading for. BMW should take notes!! Read More. I really like the Acura MDX. Its a The
ride is smooth, loving the V6 engine. Interior is streamlined and not cluttered. Good number of
features and active driver aids for the money Optional SH-AWD system enhances handling and
all-season traction Smooth and confident acceleration from the V6 engine Quiet, comfortable a
Very nice car extra roomy and lots of bells and whistles Read More. The car is awesome. Many
safety features and some many others I have to thoroughly read the operators manual to
understand everything. What I am unclear is why there is no voice prompt for climate c Id a
mechanic s auto body parts. Althi s yes. And speed duration Read More. Useless 3- row seats.
Intuitive controls and hard to move between applications. Could not connect phone to The car
has a smooth ride, its beautiful and spacious. The gas hand has hardly moved in 1 week.
However, the electronics are a bit confusing. Overall, its the best vehicle ive ever owned. Have
you driven a Acura MDX? Rank This Car. User Reviews. View reviews where users commented
on categories. Clear selections. Guru9ZTQP2 writes:. Is this review helpful? Yes No. Power
Ranked Volvo XC90 better. Handling Ranked Volvo XC90 better. Value Ranked Volvo XC90
better. Back Seats:. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: Very spacious and well laid-out. Is
this helpful? Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: great handling, turns tight corners, heated
seats, sunroof. Cargo Capacity:. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: its fast! Cons: sucks
gas. TTaylor writes:. Errol writes:. Pros: RIde, Comfort, Features. Cons: Substandard GPS
display. Michael writes:. Pros: Bose, sat nav, bluetooth,back up cam. Cons: acceleration, price.
Warren writes:. Reviews From Other Years. Read all 6 Acura MDX reviews. Read all Acura MDX
reviews. Read all 9 Acura MDX reviews. Read all 17 Acura MDX reviews. Read all 3 Acura MDX
reviews. Cars compared to Acura MDX. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for
Sale. Select Year Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: Very spacious and well laid-out
Cons: Performance comes for the price of premium unleaded gas 13 of 13 people found this
review helpful. Pros: Very comfortable, great sound system, handles like a sports car Cons: You
have to use premium gas for this particular year. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: great

handling, turns tight corners, heated seats, sunroof Cons: hard to think of any, I just want a
small sports car 9 of 9 people found this review helpful. Cons: sucks gas 9 of 9 people found
this review helpful. Pros: Bose, sat nav, bluetooth,back up cam Cons: acceleration, price 7 of 7
people found this review helpful. Although bland alongside athletic competitors, the highly
functional Acura MDX will appeal to families seeking a premium crossover SUV with three rows
of seating. The Acura MDX is meticulously engineered to serve a specific purpose, much like a
good set of Craftsman tools. It can seat up to seven people and it offers plenty of luxury
accouterments. And since it's a crossover SUV, meaning that it's more of a car than a truck, its
unibody construction pays dividends in handling and safety, though like most competitors it
has little appetite for serious off-road pursuits. Even in the sixth year of its model cycle, the
MDX remains one of the best premium-brand crossover SUVs on the market. But Acura's SUV is
not given to whimsy or flair. It isn't a vehicle you aspire to own. This is the one you buy because
you need it. The Acura MDX gives you plenty of room for the family, a ride they can all live with,
an engine that will move them swiftly and more than enough features to keep them comfortable
and safe. Base models come well equipped with inch wheels, XM Satellite Radio, heated
mirrors, keyless entry, leather seating heated in front , a power driver seat, front and rear
automatic climate control, a CD player and a moonroof. Touring models add a roof rack, a rear
wiper, a power front-passenger seat, a driver-seat memory feature, a Bluetooth hands-free cell
phone interface and an upgraded audio system with an in-dash six-CD changer. Ordering the
Touring model also allows you to specify the optional DVD-based navigation system with voice
recognition and a rearview video camera , the DVD entertainment system for rear passengers,
or both. Nevertheless, acceleration is competitive with bigger-engined SUVs and fuel mileage is
superior. Tow capacity is 3, pounds. The MDX comes standard with four-wheel antilock disc
brakes, seat-mounted side airbags for front occupants, head-protecting side curtain airbags, a
tire-pressure monitoring system, stability control and three-point seatbelts in every position.
Should an accident prove unavoidable, MDX counters with high crash test scores; it scored five
stars out of five in the government front- and side-impact tests. Comfortable on rough city
streets, yet firm enough to feel agile in the corners, the Acura MDX offers a pleasing
compromise between ride comfort and handling ability. On mild off-road jaunts, the MDX is well
up to the task of soaking up big hits as well as smoothing out long, winding stretches of bumpy
dirt road. Eight inches of ground clearance allows the MDX to clear small obstacles with ease.
Perhaps because of its minivan roots, the MDX's interior does little to inspire or awe, but it is
quite functional. The second-row rear seats offer ample room, and the third-row seat is fine for
children. The spacious cabin also makes the MDX a very practical cargo carrier. The third-row
seat is all one unit that folds flat, as well. With both the second- and third-row seats folded
down, there's 82 cubic feet of usable space. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of
dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help
you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research
the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Acura MDX. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Ho-hum interior design and materials, modest tow rating. Other
years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. Other than some minor interior trim changes for the Touring package -ebony-colored Zebra wood-patterned trim replaces last year's Burl wood, and satin chrome
interior accents instead of bright chrome -- the Acura MDX is unchanged for Read more. Write a
review See all 88 reviews. I bought my vehicle in the end of I have loved my vehicle to date.
Recently I started experiencing a shaking, shuddering when I let off the gas and then go to
accelerate again. It appears to happen at about 40 mph. I have found out that it means I am
going to have to have the torque and transmission replaced. Apparently this is common on the
and earlier MDX. Apparently there is a recall on vehicles and earlier for the converter torque.
Very disappointed since I bought this vehicle to keep long term. Read less. Noise between 35
and 40 mph. I am having a shuddering noise between 35 and 40 mph. It is usually when I lift my
foot off the gas pedal and then go to accelerate. I took it to the dealership and they couldn't
figure out what was wrong and I couldn't get the noise to duplicate. After reading several
reviews on here, I figured out that it was the torque converter. I called Acura Client Services and

reported the issue. They said they have not had a single person report this issue. Everyone
needs to call and report this issue, so they can place a recall on this issue. They have recalls on
and earlier but not as of yet. It appears to occur between 70k and 90k miles. Very nice but not
without headaches. The gas mileage in city driving is weak averaging around 14mpg, nowhere
near the 17 mpg it claims. Pure highway driving has produced better results though getting The
interior is what sold me on the car. I'm 6'4 and this is one of the few cars that afforded me
adequate seating room while still enabling an adult to sit behind me. It comfortably fits 5 full
size adults. The all weather performance has exceeded my expectations. I was able to drive
through 1. I just bought mine and its 10 years old. This vehicle runs like a Smooth ride, quiet
cabin and plenty of leg room. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result
No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People
who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the MDX. Sign Up. The MDX has been
one of our higher-rated models. We like its strong, refined powertrain and pleasant ride. The
comfortable interior offers good visibility, seating for seven passengers and a very decent
amount of cargo room. The MDX also feels agile in routine driving, but does not inspire
confidence in emergency handling, even with its stability-control system. In most cases,
automotive warranties are based on the vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will
be valid regardless of ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left.
The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Not really
complaining about that lifespan! Too expensive to repair for a vehicle with such high miles.
Waiting for final diagnosis and fix. The dealer said he fixed it but it has come back and it is loud.
The higher the setting the louder the noise". Required replacement. If the weather is not too hot,
then I can trigger it to blow cold air by going to full hot and down to full cold. Replaced fan
blower. I had the freon filled and it blew cold again". An independent service center replaced a
hose and valve and it fixed the problem". Replaced line and serviced refrigerant system, works
fine now. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device
interface e. Hasn't worked for the last year. It's the only item on the vehicle that has given me
any problems. Taking it to the dealer and having the player sent off is the only remedy.
Expensive and inconvenient". Radio stops working during wet weather - seems to be related to
Bluetooth module failure". Not worth the cost for a vehicle with such high mileage. Sorry, too
much money. I will either not use my cellphone while driving or look for a cop before using
same. Too bad. I think the problem started very shortly after I got the car because I have had to
replace the battery in less than two years time ever since I got the car. I have had to jump start
the car close to times since I got it. The dealer could never tell me what was wrong with the
electrical system after multiple times in the shop. I found information on the internet that led me
to the problem. It appears a class action suit was brought against Acura because of this
malfunction but it never got anywhere. I watched a video explaining how to disconnect the
bluetooth unit and since I disconnected it, I have had no more problems with the battery
running down. I wish Acura would admit this is a problem and recall their cars with this unit
installed. I spent a lot more on batteries for this car than I should have. It should be replaced for
free. Soon after, my car battery kept dying. I read up on things and found out that in this model,
even if the hands free doesn't work, it still drains the battery. I looked on YouTube to find how to
disconnect it as that would stop the battery drain. The cost to replace is too high on this old of a
car so I disabled it and that stopped the battery drain. It's easy to disable it and saves money
from having a mechanic do it. It took me less than five minutes. Occasionally the car needed a
jump to start engine. Bluetooth does not. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings,
alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks ,
wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. I drive in a
municipality where the streets are particularly poorly maintained. Pot holes and other street
maintenance issues probably were GREAT contributing factors to suspension, alignment,
shocks, etc. No vehicle could survive unscathed given these street conditions. Fluid was
leaking slowly but stopped when we replaced this part. Replaced fluid which did not cure issue.
End result was to replace power steering pump to cure problem. The ball joints and bushings
were the main problem but the cost was similar to replace it all. Paint fading, chalking, cracking,
or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. I need to hotglue it back on!! Has
begun to peel. Tropical sun cooked the clearcoat and caused it to crack and peel. It is really
bad". Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil
leaks. Had to have the water pump and tensioner replaced before the timing belt slipped and
caused a larger problem. The main one in the front is the most expensive and that was replaced
last year. I replaced one in the back towards the passenger side that leaked. The part wasn't
expensive but do it the location, it require more labor that the other. Thus is was expensive to
fix. Rear seatbelt buckles hit plastic trim beside seats and rattle. There are two other rattles I

cannot identify- one in the passenger dash and one under the rear passenger floorboard".
Creaking noises when braking and turning. It only happens creaking when the temperature
outside is over 75 degrees". No damage; all fixed". After 3 times they never repaired. Still
irritating". More prevalent when you hit a bump or rough road". Also, if the belt gets wet, it
squeaks. Have replaced the belt 3 times along with tensioners one time. Power or manual
windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat
controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Very expensive to fix". The dealer says this is
not uncommon and is due to the wiring harness being routed through the hinge area and failing.
The fix is a replacement of the harness, which is quite expensive". Still able to open the doors
but they swing free from the door The window regulator design seems flawed and should
probably be a recall". Could drive the vehicle but could not leave it unattended. Cruise control,
clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure
monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or
security system. Fixed with new alternator and having similar issues". Did not realize modern
vehicles require functioning alternator after starting the car except operating lights, radio, etc.
Jump started vehicle and proceeded to repair shop only to have it die again dangerously while
driving". It had to be replaced and then I had to call a locksmith to have the keys reprogrammed,
since it controls the anti-theft system. The car couldn't be driven for two weeks while waiting for
that repair. Sensor keeps on going on and off". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust
manifold, leaks. My mechanic says that it is not worth fixing as the cost is too high.
Recommend trading in for newer vehicle". Local dealership fixed me right up in less than three
hours fixed another issue as well and even loaned me a car to use free of charge for the day. No
complaints here. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery
cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure,
spark plugs and wires failure. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers,
rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. That might be the time to trade
in the car". Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger,
timing chain or timing belt. Typical for the dealer. Had non-dealer repair for much less".
Recommended replacement by repair consultant". Transmission may need an overhaul". Gear
selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch
adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Pulled transmission to get to the rear seal".
When my radiator finally rusted out after 13 years, it spilled all contents one day. Radiator,
cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. I had a squirrel die in the AC
unit. The repair quoted by the dealer was too high. I purchased an aftermarket part and a friends
son replaced it. Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Car
would vibrate at certain speeds". We required a tow to the repair shop. The problem recurred
several weeks later, and that repair under warranty took three more days. I will buy a different
car before I repair this transmission again. Reactivate now to get the information you were
looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care
FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not
a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used
There are 11 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover
Tests. Road Test Results. Performance Performance. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration
tests are conducted on a smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the track. The time in seconds
that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine idling. Transmission
Transmission Transmission performance is determined by shifting smoothness, response,
shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We
perform our own fuel-economy tests, independent of the government's often-quoted EPA
figures and the manufacturers' claims. Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into
the fuel line, we run two separate circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's
Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel
usage on a prescribed city course and highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed
driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The
braking rating is a composite of wet and dry stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking
distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked. Emergency Handling Emergency Handling
Several factors go into the rating, including the avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as
well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how
well the suspension isolates and absorbs road imperfections and how steady it keeps the body
on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level
in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable
the front seat is for drivers of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our
judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is for two passengers to sit across. Emissions

Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the
amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year.
This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog
Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne pollutants the
vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better.
Reliability History Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses on hundreds
of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers
reported on any serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12 months that
they considered serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble
spots included in the table below. The results are presented relative to the average model that
year. Extra weight is given to the more serious areas such as major engine or transmission
problems. Based on this data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the latest year. An X
indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major
Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain
or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer,
engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator,
cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Transmission Major
Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement.
Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission
computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping
transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about
satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than half a million
vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple
question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model?
In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort,
value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes
acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride.
Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it
looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS and side air bags
standard. ESC standard from Head protection air bags standard from Drive Wheels. Coverage
varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended warranties. Body Styles.
Transmissions Available. Engines Available. What Owners Say. The higher the setting the
louder the noise" Patricia B. I had the freon filled and it blew cold again" Martin H. Expensive
and inconvenient" Kelly R. Ball joints "Suspension issues not related to manufacture of the
vehicle. Loose exterior trim or moldings "Door molding coming loose" Andrew E. Accessory
belts or pulleys "The water pump bearing leaked, which caused the timing belt tensioner to
seize. There are two other rattles I cannot identify- one in the passenger dash and one under the
rear passenger floorboard" Kelly R. V
pontiac fiero store
honda civic starter relay
2008 saturn outlook transmission control module
ery expensive to fix" Larry F. The fix is a replacement of the harness, which is quite expensive"
Eric P. Jump started vehicle and proceeded to repair shop only to have it die again dangerously
while driving" David C. Emission control devices includes EGR "Light came on for emission
control and it wouldn't pass inspection, so we had it repaired. Sensor keeps on going on and
off" Dale B. Catalytic converter "The check engine light came on, the catalytic converter needed
to be replaced" E K. Alarm or security system excluding aftermarket systems "Alarm drains my
battery to the point I cannot drive car" Ronald P. That might be the time to trade in the car" Tom
G. Had non-dealer repair for much less" David C. Transmission rebuild or replacement
""Stuttering" while driving. See All Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local
Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters
Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.

